
TECHNICAL DATASLV Play
LED indoor recessed ceiling light, nickel, controllable
RGBW

It's true that there are some things more exciting than a re-
cessed spot. But, as it often is, the difference is in the de-
tails. To be precise, the difference lies in four letters:
RGBW – in this case, this means: 16 million colours. The
PLAY Downlight RGBW nickel LED recessed lamp from
SLV creates a unique lighting experience which begins at
start-up, continues with the flexible usage options and
continues through the entire service life of the product like
a red thread. Or is the red thread actually green? Or yello-
w? You can decide. You want to know a bit more? Gladly.
The SLV PLAY Downlight RGBW nickel dimmable LED re-
cessed light is excellent proof of the fact that modern light-
ing conditions and impressive energy efficiency are not
mutually exclusive. Based on a stylish design and comfor-
table colour scheme, you profit from the ability to tilt the
model up to a 38° beam angle. You therefore have the op-
portunity to make targeted use of the bandwidth of the
64,000 shades of white (2200 to 6500 Kelvin) in each
room, and also setting colour highlights (16 million colours,
RGBW). Especially impressive is the fact that this model
can also be integrated in the Smart Home System as desi-
red. Not only do Google Home and Amazon Alexa users
have the option of controlling the recessed ceiling light via
the classic light switch, the separately available remote
control or the app, but they can also decide to use extre-
mely convenient voice control. The fixed premium LED is
found behind the matt glass diffuser. The emphasis has al-
so been placed on having bright but glare-free light with
this model. Therefore, nothing stands in the way of using
the light in a wide variety of living areas. And last but not
least, long-term use is guaranteed thanks to the service life
of 25,000 hours. A hub, a bridge or a gateway are not re-
quired. A WLAN signal is required for full usability. You can
look forward to your product with the customary SLV qua-
lity!

Item no. 1002529

Rotating or tilting tiltable

IP Code IP 20

Assembly details Ceiling

Primary nominal voltage 220-240V ~50/60Hz

Secondary power / voltage 75 mA

Safety class II

Wattage 10 W

Starting time 1 s

Start time 0.5 s

Minimum ambient temperature -20 °C

Maximum ambient temperature 35 °C

Lumen 450 lm

Colour temperature RGBW Kelvin

Beam angle 38 °

Color stainless steel

CRI 80

Binning 6 SDCM

LXXBXX data L70B50

Service life 25000 h

Light distribution rotational symmetric

Light outlet direct
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Height 4.5 cm

Diameter 10.9 cm

Net weight 0.274 kg

Gross weight 0.367 kg

Shape of cut-out round

Installation diameter 8.4 cm

Accessories
1002516 SLV Play remote control
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